
Handi Feet Conversion Kit
 (QM00841)

Kit Contents
   1.  Handi Feet Mount (QM10512)
   2.  Ruler Handi Foot (QM10511)
   3.  Open-toe Handi Foot (QM10510)
   4.  M4 screw (QM10172)
   5.  2.5mm hex tool (QM10268)
   6.  3mm hex tool
   7.  8mm wrench

You may also need:
   • Flat-head screw driver
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Overview
These instructions are for installing the Handi 
Feet mount for use with the various Handi 
Feet. This kit and the interchangeable Handi 
Feet work with all Handi Quilter quilting 
machines. Read all instructions before 
removing the original hopping foot. 

To replace the original hopping foot with 
the Handi Feet mount 
     NOTE: You need to do this procedure one 

time only to prepare your machine to use 
the interchangeable Handi Feet available 
from Handi Quilter.

1.  Remove the needle. 
2.   Use the hand wheel to lower the spring-

loaded presser bar to its lowest position. 
The hopping foot is just above or barely 
touching the needle plate.

 A: Spring-loaded presser bar
 B: Needle bar
 C: Lock nut
 D: Hopping foot
 E:  Needle clamp screw
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3.   Place the end of the 3mm hex tool 
through the adjustment access hole 
(labeled C in the photograph) and loosen 
the screw by turning it counterclockwise.

Keep the hex tool in hole C and while holding 
the tool firmly down, use your other hand to 
wiggle or twist the hopping foot and presser 
bar up to raise them 
until the hopping 
foot is as high as 
it will go above 
the needle plate, 
approximately  
3/4-inch. 

Retighten screw C by 
turning it clockwise. 
This essential 
step secures the 
hopping foot high 
enough that it 
can be unscrewed 
completely in a later 
step.

4.   Raise the needle bar to its highest 
position by turning the hand wheel

5.    While holding the hopping foot firmly, 
loosen the lock nut by turning it clockwise 
with the 8mm wrench.

    NOTE:  If necessary, use a wrench or pliers 
to aid in holding the hopping foot 
firmly in place. 

6.   Remove the hopping foot by turning it 
clockwise. Do not allow the bottom of the 
foot to drag across the needle plate while 
removing the hopping foot as this may 
scratch the needle plate. 

     IMPORTANT NOTE: Remove the needle 
plate if necessary by removing the two 
screws with a flat-head screwdriver.
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7.   Attach the Handi Feet mount by turning 
it counterclockwise into the presser 
bar until it is tight. Be careful to start it 
straight into the presser bar threads. If it 
starts to go crooked or is too hard to turn, 
remove the mount and try again making 
sure it goes in straight. 

Then, insert the 3mm hex tool through 
the screw hole as shown below and use 
the tool as leverage to tighten the mount 
(counterclockwise) as much as possible. 

8.  Use the 3mm hex tool to again loosen 
screw C by turning it counter clockwise. 
Make sure that the screw hole faces the 
front of the machine as shown above 
when fully tightened. If it doesn’t, then use 
your hand to wiggle or twist the presser 
bar until the screw hole faces the front of 
the machine. 

9.   Replace the needle plate if you previously 
removed it. 

10.   Attach the Ruler Handi Foot. (See To 
attach an interchangeable Handi Foot in 
the next section.)

11.  Make sure 
that the Ruler 
Handi Foot 
barely makes 
contact with 
the needle 
plate and 
the needle is 
centered in the 



foot ring. You can place a thin business 
card between the foot and the needle 
plate, but the foot must make contact 
with the business card. Do not tighten 
screw C yet.

11.   Use the hand wheel to cycle the needle 
into the hole in the needle plate and 
to lower the needle bar to its lowest 
position. Now while pushing down lightly 
with the 3mm Allen hex tool, firmly 
tighten screw C clockwise. This ensures 
the internal parts properly engage.

    CAUTION: If screw C is not firmly 
tightened, the Handi Feet Mount could 
rotate and the presser bar height could 
shift and cause sewing problems and 
safety issues.

Final Quality Check
If the Handi Feet mount and 
interchangeable Handi Foot are properly 
installed:

 •  The hand wheel will turn freely through 
an entire stitch cycle.

 •  The hopping foot will be no more than 
.5mm above the needle plate when the 
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needle and hopping foot are in their lowest 
position. 

 •  The hopping foot ring will be centered over 
the needle plate hole.  
 

       IMPORTANT NOTE: Too much gap between 
the hopping foot and needle plate may cause 
sewing issues, including skipped stitches. The 
Handi Foot may lightly touch the needle plate 
when in its lowest position.

To attach one of the interchangeable  
Handi Feet

1.  If another Handi Foot is on the mount, use the 
2.5mm hex wrench to loosen the mounting 
screw far enough that you can slide the foot 
off of the mount. 

2.  Slide the desired Handi Foot onto the mount. 
Note that the opening on the side of the foot 
is lined up with the screw hole. Push the Handi 
Foot up as far as it will go.

3.  Ensure the foot is centered over the hole 
in the needle plate and that the needle 
is centered in the foot. (If it isn’t properly 
centered, refer back to steps 10 and 11 in 
the previous section.) When the foot is in the 
proper position, fully tighten the screw with 
the 2.5mm hex wrench.
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